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FROM THE CHAIR

Dear Friends of the Vanderbilt Department of Chemistry,
It is my sincere pleasure to welcome you to the 2015/2016 Department of Chemistry Newsletter. This past year has been filled
with a wealth of exciting opportunities, amazing accomplishments, and well-deserved promotions within our department.
After her first year at Vanderbilt, Lauren Benton, Dean of the College of Arts and Science, has reorganized the College
into three divisions: Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and the Humanities, with each division now directly led by a divisional dean. I am delighted that my predecessor as chair, Professor and Stevenson Chair David Wright, has been promoted
as the first Dean of Science in the College. His leadership skills benefited our Department greatly over the years, and I have
every confidence that he will bring great things to the rest of our scientific colleagues. With his elevation, I am happy to
assume the role as Department Chair and hope to continue his success going forward.
Within the Department, Professors Brian Bachmann and Jens Meiler were promoted to full Professor, recognizing their
contributions and accomplishments in teaching, research, and service. Additionally, Adam List and Michelle Sulikowski
were promoted to Principal Senior Lecturers, recognizing their excellence in their
teaching and service roles to the Department and University.
Our Department continues to expand with the addition of Lauren Buchanan
as an assistant professor of physical chemistry. Her particular area of interest is
ultrafast laser spectroscopy applied to protein folding problems. Additionally, we
welcome three new lecturers: Craig Tainter in physical chemistry, Borislav Ivanov
in the capstone and physical chemistry laboratory, and David Crisostomo in general and analytical chemistry.
As the central science, Chemistry continues to be involved in a number of
interdisciplinary collaborations across the Vanderbilt campus, maintaining and
expanding our traditionally strong ties with the newly independent Vanderbilt
University Medical Center. This split between the University and the Medical
Center has strengthened the opportunities for each to continue their growth in
excellence while maintaining the symbiotic research endeavors that make VanderDavid E. Cliffel, Chair
bilt in general and our Department specifically unique.
We are continually amazed by the accomplishments of our undergraduate and graduate students. This year we graduated 14 ACS-certified Bachelor's Degrees in Chemistry, with the vast majority of them headed to professional or graduate
schools. We also graduated 6 students with a Master’s degree, and 22 students earned their Ph.D. in chemistry.
The following stories highlight a number of the accomplishments of our students and faculty. I hope you enjoy reading
these articles, and take this opportunity to reconnect with the Department. As ever, we would love to hear from you.

David E. Cliffel, Ph.D.

Professor and Chair
Department of Chemistry
Vanderbilt University
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ON THE COVER

Big Macrocycles from Small
Beginnings—Made Easy

G

raduate student Suzanne Batiste attended the American Chemical Society national meeting in
Philadelphia, where she received one of the inaugural Women Chemists Committee (WCC)Merck Research Awards. This program identifies the most promising women in their final years

of graduate work and invites them to present their research as part of an award symposium. Suzanne’s
studies are in synthetic organic chemistry, mentored by Professor Jeff Johnston. The basis for the award
is Suzanne’s work with cyclic depsipeptide natural product total synthesis, and the development of a new
approach to non-natural oligomeric variations that provide access to collections of macrocycles.
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By Suzanne Batiste
Graduate Student, Johnston Group

An increase in molecular complexity of therapeutic targets calls for the
development of inhibitors that are more
sophisticated than most small molecules. Macrocyclic natural products
are attractive tools in this endeavor
due to their potential to interact with
broad surfaces of targeted receptors
rather than within their narrow folds
and pockets. Cyclic depsipeptides are
peptide or peptide-like molecules that
contain at least one ester along the
otherwise cyclic polyamide backbone.
Members of the depsipeptide class of
compounds are of particular interest
due to their ability to display several
elements of chemical complexity, such
as stereochemistry (orientation in
space) of α-amino and α-oxy residues,
degree of amide N-methylation (N-CH3
vs. N-H) and ring size, all of which
affect their biological activity. However,
the full potential of diversity among
depsipeptide macrocycles is rarely
enjoyed due to their challenging chemical synthesis.
The most conventional synthetic
method, solid phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS), relies on a linear approach
to build a linear chain, which is then
cleaved from the resin and cyclized.
This method may sound simple, but
you can imagine that the linear steps
required to prepare the precursor to
a large macrocycle can become quite
tedious at later stages, and the process
itself is unsustainable due to the use
of excess reagents normally required
to drive condensation reactions to
completion. Finally, macrocyclization
of a linear chain is increasingly difficult
with larger ring sizes.
The natural product verticilide, a
24-membered cyclodepsipeptide natural
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product, was first prepared using a conventional strategy, while I developed a
unique method to prepare the individual
α-oxy amide ‘building blocks’. This
resulted in a preparation of the natural product in 10 steps. The perennial
challenge in complex molecule synthesis is to provide material in the fewest
steps possible, without compromising
overall yield. Cognizant of this, it was
reasoned that this molecule’s four-fold
symmetry might be used to advantage
by replacing the four sequential coupling
reactions (followed by cyclization) with
an oligomerization-macrocyclization
sequence. This approach is a fairly
uncommon method to synthesize
macrocycles because it is very challenging to control which ring-sizes will be
produced. Indeed, this was observed
initially, with a collection 18-, 30-, and
36-membered rings produced alongside the targeted 24-membered ring.
However, I reasoned that the addition of
alkali metal salts might achieve an iontemplating effect, leading to control of
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ring-size distribution based on the size
of metal ion added. With ions ranging in
size from Na+ (smallest) to Cs+ (largest), I
was able to control the ring-size distribution and increase the overall yield of a
specific macrocycle to 89% from a single
reaction.
The approach was extended to
provide access to unprecedented macrocyclic depsipeptide rings, up to 60
atoms in ring size. At the heart of the
work is an integrated understanding of
structure and strategy, reaction development and reactivity, and innovative
new chemical reactions on which they
are founded. The upshot of this basic
research is convenient access to small
libraries of cyclic oligomeric depsipeptides based on a single macrocyclic
natural product. Not surprisingly, these
tools and their products are being used
to explore questions in biology through
collaborations on campus.
Funding for this research was sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health, GM 063557

“This was a gift that kept on giving. Once Suzanne had finished her
initial goal to make the macrocyclic natural product, she realized that
the overall process could be streamlined, and then streamlined more.
In the end, she developed chemistry that might change the way we
think about accessing chemical space that is rich with complexity of

Jeff Johnston, Ph.D.

all kinds.”— Dr. Jeff Johnston
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Center for Innovative Technology
By Jody May, Ph.D., and Stacy Sherrod, Ph.D.

T

John A. McLean, Director of the Center for Innovative Technology

he “CIT,” as it is called by those in the know, is a new addition to the Department of Chemistry.
Established in 2015, the CIT was formed from a strategic vision at Vanderbilt University, and is
now embraced by two leading manufacturers of analytical instrumentation, Waters Corpora-

tion and Agilent Technologies. The ideas which led to the CIT were born out of the research group of Prof.
John A. McLean (Stevenson Professor of Chemistry), whose fundamental research laboratory continues
operations directly adjacent to the center facilities. The clean contours of the CIT’s commercial instrumentation bear a stark contrast to the home-built proof-of-concept designs found in the research laboratory.
Housed in the rather modest facilities of
the CIT are several million dollars’ worth
of analytical instruments, some of which
are as big as a compact car, while one of the
pricier spectrometers, the “Orbitrap,” can
fit on your desk at home. While you cannot
judge the power of these instruments based
solely on their size, they have no problem
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judging your samples by their size, or more
specifically, by their size and mass.
Size and Mass Measurements. At current
count, the CIT is home to six mass spectrometers, which are analytical instruments
used to measure molecules by their mass.
These mass spectrometers are, however,

more of the souped-up variety, with additional capabilities to measure molecules
by their size using a technique called “ion
mobility.” While mass measurement is rather
straightforward to do (many measurable
parameters such as energy, time, etc., have a
mass-dependence), measuring size is a little
trickier. Angstrom-sized calipers have yet to

be invented, and so ion mobility relies on
an indirect measurement of how molecules move through a gas-filled chamber.
One benefit of doing size measurements
in the gas-phase is that they are very
fast: a complete size-mass measurement
can be done in a fraction of a second,
meaning these instruments are very high
throughput. Another benefit of these
instruments comes from the fact that the
molecules are converted to their ion form
prior to the measurement. Since ions are
easier to detect using sensitive electronics, these combined ion mobility-mass
spectrometers are capable of detecting
molecules at attomole concentrations:
that’s one molecule in 1018, which is
a staggering number. The number of
insects on Earth is estimated to be about
1019, so imagine trying to find one specific
individual insect (not species) among
the world’s insect population, and you’d
be close to the equivalent sensitivity of a
mass spectrometer.
Why is the size measurement
important? While one compound will
have only one mass associated with it,
a specific mass can represent hundreds
or thousands of unique compounds
with the exact same number and type
of atoms. These are chemical isomers.
Think n-butane and isobutane (C4H10),
which both have the same mass of 58.1
Da, but n-butane is used as fuel in portable camping lanterns and cook stoves,
whereas isobutane is useful as a refrigerant. Or acetaminophen (Tylenol) which
is a commonly used pain killer, but its
isomer, methyl anthranilate, is used as a
bird repellent, a perfume fragrance, and
the grape flavor found in bubble gum
and Kool-Aid. Both compounds have
the same chemical formula, C8H9NO2,
and thus the same mass, 151.1 Da, but
very different structures. So, while a
mass spectrometer has trouble telling
the difference between isomers, adding

Front Row, left to right: Simona Codreanu, Jody C May, Heather Watkins, Alex Schrimpe-Rutledge,
John A. McLean. Back Row: Randi Gant-Branum, Stacy D. Sherrod, Vanessa Allwardt, Jay Holman

the ion mobility dimension helps tease
out these different structural forms from
the experiment. Additional separation
technologies called chromatography are
added to the front of these instruments
to help see more molecules and determine what they are. These include liquid,
gas, and a recently-added supercritical
fluid chromatography system. These
different separations are needed to help
identify as many molecules as possible
from the highly complex samples that
the CIT analyzes.
Metabolomics. A common practice
is to acquire an analytical instrument
and tailor its performance in order to
study a specific type of molecule. One
example is proteomics, which uses mass
spectrometers to find all of the proteins
in a sample. The innovative technologies used in the CIT are a little different
in that they are designed to measure
fundamental properties of molecules
(size, mass, chemical affinities), and, as
a result, do not focus on any one specific class of compounds. This broadscale analysis strategy is ideally suited
for metabolomics studies, which look
for all of the small, biological compounds that an organism manufactures
at any given time and tries to place
these molecular inventories in the context of a specific response or biological
pathway. Metabolites are, by nature,

representative of all types of chemical
classes because organisms use all kinds
of molecules to make them. Many of
these metabolites are also isomeric. For
its first year offering analytical services, the CIT has primarily focused on
metabolomics studies because that’s the
technology they have in hand to do the
work. One of the practical challenges
with metabolomics is that metabolites
are found everywhere, and the CIT has
handled samples ranging from cells and
tissue to biological fluids such as blood,
plasma, and urine. This has also ramped
up the level of data that the center can
generate. None of the data generated by
the CIT is one-dimensional, but rather
most are 2- and 3-dimensional datasets,
each one associated with 2 to 12 different time-point samples which are split
into replicates as an internal check. This
has put the current focus of the CIT on
the subsequent informatics and data
analysis. Looking across the laboratory,
this investment is obvious, where there
are as many computer workstations
setup for analysis as there are instruments to take the data.
The CIT is currently available for collaboration,
and new capabilities are being added all the time
to address the needs of the research community.
For more information, please contact the CIT Director, John A. McLean (john.a.mclean@vanderbilt.edu) or the CIT Director of Research, Stacy D.
Sherrod (stacy.d.sherrod@vanderbilt.edu).
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Dynamics of a drug
resistance transporter
By Carol Rouzer, Ph.D.

T

he growing problem of antibiotic resistance seriously impedes the treatment of bacterial infections. Small multidrug
resistance (SMR) transporters play an important role in the
protection of prokaryotes from cytotoxic molecules which contribute
to drug resistance. One small multidrug transporter from Escherichia
coli, EmrE plays an important role in the protection of prokaryotic
cells by transporting these cytotoxic molecules out of the cell against
their concentration gradient. This EmrE transporter exploits a proton
electrochemical gradient to drive the transport of these molecules.
The protein couples the energetically uphill
extrusion of hydrophobic cations out of the
cell to the transport of two protons down their
electrochemical gradient.
Although principal mechanistic elements of
proton/ligand antiport have been described, the
structural record was limited to the conformation of the substrate-bound state, which has been
Professor Jens
shown to undergo isoenergetic alternating access.
Meiler
A central but missing link in the structure/mechanism relationship is a description of the proton-bound state, which
is an obligatory intermediate in the transport cycle.
Professor Hassane Mchaourab, Professor Jens Meiler, and colleagues combined double electron-electron resonance spectroscopy
(DEER) and molecular modeling to explore EmrE dynamics. They
report in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences that the
sensing of protons power the conformational changes that enable

substrate binding and subsequent release of
the ligand from EmrE. Using a systematic spin
labeling and double electron electron resonance, the study uncovered the conformational
changes of EmrE subsequent to protonation
of critical acidic residues provided a global
description of ligand-induced structural rearrangements.
Professor Hassane
They found that protonation of a highly
Mchaourab
conserved charged residue glutamate 14 (E14)
primarily accounts for the protein’s proton sensing by inducing
large-scale reconfiguration of the structure. The protonation of
residue E14 leads to extensive rotation and tilt of transmembrane
helices 1–3 in conjunction with repacking of loops, conformational changes that alter the coordination of the bound substrate
and modulate its access to the binding site from the lipid bilayer.
The transport model that emerges from their data posits a protonbound, but occluded, resting state in the absence of ligand. Substrate
binding from the inner leaflet of the bilayer releases the protons and
triggers alternating access between inward- and outward-facing conformations of the substrate-loaded transporter, thus enabling antiport
without dissipation of the proton gradient. Their findings stimulate a
structural model of transport, offering a novel perspective on protoncoupled multidrug transport.
The research was supported by National Institutes of Health grants GM077659 and
GM080403.

Model of EmrE transport derived from EPR data. The resting state is a protonated but water-occluded conformation of EmrE (a). Subsequent binding of the
substrate from inner membrane leaflet promotes release of the protons (b). Conformational exchange of the monomers enables alternating access to the
extracellular milieu, and exchange of substrate with protons resumes the cycle (c).
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Alkaline-Earth
Coordination Chemistry

Image courtesy of Timothy P. Hanusa, Ph.D.

It’s all about proportions and ratios

P

rofessor Tim Hanusa’s research, ”Selective Modification of the Metal Coordination Environment in Heavy
Alkaline-earth Iodide Complexes” is the featured
article in the October 2016 edition of New Journal of Chemistry,
published by the Royal Society of Chemistry. Dr. Hanusa created
the above image, that is featured on the cover of the Journal.
The research group of Prof. Timothy Hanusa has demonstrated that the final ratio of ligands (including
phosphine oxides, ureas, and the nitrosobenzene dimer) in iodo complexes of calcium
and barium does not always correspond to
the stoichiometry of reagents employed in
their synthesis. In some cases, precipitation
“traps” an intermediate product; in other
cases, a cooperative binding effect seems to
be involved.
Timothy P.
A series of heavy alkaline–earth (Ae)
Hanusa, Ph.D.
iodide coordination compounds is reported that contains various neutral donor ligands, including
triphenylphosphine oxide (OPPh3), tri-n-propylphosphine
oxide (OPPr3), tetraethyl urea (TEU), dimethylpropylene urea

(DMPU), and the nitrosobenzene dimer ([ONPh]2). Phosphine
oxides can displace iodide from calcium or barium in coordination complexes, sometimes displaying cooperative binding and/or generating cationic species of the general formula
[AeIm(OPR3)6−(m+p)(THF)p](2−m)+. In particular, despite the nonstoichiometric ratio of the reagents, 2 equiv. of OPPh3 react with
CaI2 in THF to generate CaI2(OPPh3)3(THF), although the use
of 4 equiv. will produce the expected CaI2(OPPh3)4. With CaI2
and 5 equiv. of tri(n-propyl)phosphine oxide, the cationic species [CaI(OPPr3)5]I is formed. With 4 equiv. of OPPh3 and BaI2
in THF, the cation [BaI(OPPh3)5]I is generated. For comparative
purposes, the ureas tetraethylurea (TEU) and N,N1-dimethylpropylene urea (DMPU) were used to form the complexes
CaI2(TEU)4 and CaI2(DMPU)6. Nitrosobenzene reacts with CaI2
in THF to form CaI2(O2N2Ph2)2(THF)2, which in the presence
of trace amounts of water is converted to the hydrogen-bonded
[Ca(O2N2Ph2)(H2O)2(THF)3]I2. Crystal structures are reported
for many of the compounds, including the first for the nitrosobenzene dimer in a main group complex.
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation CHE –
1112181.
Vanderbilt Chemistry 2016 9
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Can Spinach Save the Planet?

Still years away from commercial viability, the Cliffel lab is producing cheap,
reliable clean energy from salad greens.
Adapted from article in Nashville Banner, December 15, 2015.

Evan Gizzie, Graduate student, Cliffel lab

I

n Nashville, clean energy research has been ongoing for more
than a decade. In a laboratory in the Department of Chemistry at Vanderbilt University, two faculty members, Professor
David Cliffel and Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, G. Kane Jennings, and three graduate students, including
Evan Gizzie in the Cliffel Research Group, have been experimenting with ordinary spinach leaves bought in plastic bags from the
grocery store. The leaves, though dead, hold a protein that is still
able to absorb sunlight and convert it to electrical energy. Several
10 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2016

breakthroughs and patents have marked successful stepping stones
to inventing a process that eventually may be commercially viable.
“We’ve moved several orders of magnitude so far,” says chemistry professor, David Cliffel. “We need one or two more breakthroughs to jump into the game of commercial solar.” In particular,
the lab is working on controlling electron flow to raise the efficiency
of the system. Cliffel expects it will take four or five more years
experimenting in the lab before the group will have an efficient
working prototype.

There is enough energy output from a 1"x1" cell to power a calculator.

The work is slow and painstaking. Ph.D. candidate, Evan
Gizzie, pulverizes the spinach leaves in a blender with buffer,
extracts the remarkable protein, Photosystem I (PSI), and
combines it with a polyaniline film for stabilization. The film
is deposited onto a glass slide modified with fluorine-doped
tin oxide and titanium dioxide. Finally, a thin layer of silver is
deposited onto the slide. Gizzie places the slide under a solar

simulation lamp calibrated to have the exact spectrum and
intensity as sunlight when it reaches the surface of the Earth.
PSI, the spinach protein on the slide, is able to absorb the
radiation and use it to push electrons through a circuit. With
two wires connected to the device, Gizzie extracts the energy
as electricity.
“Nature gives us this beautiful bio-chemical machine, and
it creates electrical energy,” says Gizzie, who found the right
chemical to mix with the PSI to keep it stabilized, and published a paper in November 2015, in Energy & Environmental
Science on findings in the lab.
Gizzie was elated when a recent experiment proved that
the cell still worked after 12-hour stretches with no light
source, mimicking day and night. Every day, when the light
was turned on in the morning, the cell instantly went back to
work at full force—a property crucial to commercial viability.
Making energy from spinach proteins offers practical
advantages. The silicon in common solar panels on the market is expensive to purify, while the spinach cell is produced
at low-cost. The materials are abundant, no special storage
is required, no maintenance is needed, and the cell does not
need to be charged. Furthermore, the energy is free of carbon
emissions, and can easily be scaled to industrial size.

“We can make energy at some rural outpost in the middle of nowhere, as long as there
is sunlight,” Gizzie says. “The chemistry is pretty basic, and you don’t need a lot of skill
to make it. We’re on the right track. Solar energy is the future. If we can bump up performance, we’re there,” he says.—Evan Gizzie, Graduate Student in David Cliffel’s lab

Spinach Provides Undergraduate Research
One of the great advantages of a Vanderbilt education for
chemistry majors is the opportunity to conduct research
at a Tier 1 research university, alongside graduate students
and postdocs. Undergrads become independent to solve
problems, plan experiments, record data, and present their
results on a regular basis as part of their “group meetings”
in their respective labs.
While Evan Gizzie is the graduate student in charge
of the Photosystem I project, he has been working closely
with Carson Bryant, a senior undergraduate chemistry
major, to fabricate more effective, sustainable plant-based
solar cells. These biosolar devices utilize Photosystem I
(PSI), a protein used by plants and certain animals to efficiently harvest light energy in photosynthesis. PSI transfers
electrical current unidirectionally, and because protein
orientation on the device cannot yet be significantly
controlled, the maximum electrical output of today’s PSI
devices is limited.
Carson is investigating the chemical modification of PSI
such that the protein will bind in an orientationally-consistent manner during device fabrication, increasing overall
current production.

Carson J. Bryant is from Rockvale, Tennessee, majoring in Chemistry
and Applied Mathematics, with a minor in Scientific Computing. After
finishing his work at Vanderbilt, Carson aims to pursue a doctorate
in structural biology, with directed interest in protein structure
prediction and protein design.
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VU takes key role in Cancer
Drug Discovery Consortium
By Leigh MacMillan

V

anderbilt University has been selected as one of seven NCI Dedicated Centers in the nation for
the next phase of the Chemical Biology Consortium (CBC), a national network of scientists on
the leading edge of cancer drug discovery.

Vanderbilt has been part of the Chemical Biology Consortium (CBC) since the
consortium was established in 2009 as the
discovery engine for the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) Experimental Therapeutics
(NExT) Program, which aims to accelerate the discovery and development of new
cancer therapeutics.
The consortium is centered at the NCIsponsored Frederick National Laboratory
for Cancer Research, which is managing the
expansion of the network to 22 sites around
the country, with world-class expertise in
high-throughput screening, structural biology, medicinal chemistry, compound profiling and other areas of drug development.
“This is a win for Vanderbilt,” said Alex
Waterson, Ph.D., research associate professor of Pharmacology and Chemistry and a
co-director of the Vanderbilt CBC Dedicated
Center. “Our prior successes have been recognized with this invitation to be a dedicated
center in the new consortium.”
Stephen Fesik, Ph.D., Orrin H. Ingram
II Professor of Cancer Research, and Gary
Sulikowski, Ph.D., Stevenson Professor of
Chemistry, are co-directors with Waterson of
the Vanderbilt center.
The NExT Program has focused on
high-risk targets, with the goal of developing first-in-class cancer therapeutics. The
CBC provides expertise in drug discovery
from the initial identification of a drug target
through pre-clinical testing.
With the new configuration of the CBC,
the Dedicated Centers offer certain core skill
sets, such as synthetic/medicinal chemistry, screening and assay development, and
protein production and crystallography. The
Dedicated Centers also provide scientific
12 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2016

leadership for the consortium and support
NExT projects through all stages of the
discovery process.
In addition to the seven Dedicated Centers, the CBC now includes a larger network
of 15 Specialized Centers that will supplement the core research as needed to accomplish specific objectives on a contract basis.
The Specialized Centers provide additional
resources in areas such as assessing a compound’s pharmacokinetics—how the drug
is absorbed, distributed and metabolized in
the body—and testing compounds in animal
models, Waterson said.
“The consortium has the capabilities to
do nearly everything involved in drug dis-

Left to right: Alex Waterson, Steve Fesik,
Gary Sulikowski.

covery—from target validation, hit discovery
and hit optimization all the way through to a
drug candidate that’s ready for clinical entry,”
Waterson said. “Drug candidates from the
CBC would then move into the NExT pipeline of clinical assets and clinical trials.”
Vanderbilt’s center has also expanded its
capabilities. In the first years of the CBC, the
Vanderbilt center—working as part of the
Chemical Synthesis Core of the Vanderbilt

Institute of Chemical Biology (VICB)—
focused exclusively on chemistry-related
research. It specialized in the synthesis of
known and unknown compounds and
compound libraries, in using medicinal
chemistry to optimize lead compounds and
improving pharmacokinetic properties, and
in natural product isolation, purification and
characterization.
Over time, the center incorporated the
fragment-based cancer drug discovery
approaches used by Fesik and his colleagues. The expertise of Fesik’s laboratory,
as well as the VICB High Throughput
Screening Facility and elements of the
Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center, have
now been formally added to the consortium’s efforts, Waterson said.
“This is an outstanding program that
has produced a tangible impact on our drug
discovery projects,” said Fesik, professor of
Biochemistry, Pharmacology and Chemistry.
“Our goal in setting up the center this
way is to have the most flexible arrangement possible,” Waterson said. “Our
scope is broad enough now to be even
more attractive to Vanderbilt and external
scientists with clever ideas for new cancer
therapeutics. We have the capacity to move
efficiently from an idea to a drug candidate,
under the auspices of the NCI.”
Dedicated Centers in the CBC are Albany
Molecular Research, Inc., NCATS Chemical
Genomics Center, Sanford Burnham Prebys,
University of California-San Francisco,
University of New Mexico, University of
Pittsburgh, and Vanderbilt University.
For more information about the NExT
Program, go to http://next.cancer.gov.

FACULTY NEWS

Chiroptical Spectroscopy

V

anderbilt Professor Prasad Polavarapu has made pioneering
contributions in the research
areas of specific optical rotation, vibrational Raman optical activity, vibrational
circular dichroism, and electronic circular dichroism (collectively referred to as
Chiroptical Spectroscopy). His research
work led to determination of the absolute configurations of bromochlorofluoromethane and isoflurane (a fluorinated
ether used as an anesthetic) for the first
time. He has published approximately
260 peer reviewed research papers in
leading scientific journals.
Chiroptical Spectroscopy is the first
book that describes four chiroptical spectroscopic methods for chiral
molecular structure determination.
These methods include: electronic circular dichroism, optical rotatory disperProfessor Prasad Polavarapu, author of Chiroptical Spectroscopy
sion, vibrational circular dichroism, and
vibrational Raman optical activity. The
John Mather, who won the 2006 Nobel
obtaining his Ph.D. degree in 1976, he
details provided include: (a) elementary
Prize in Physics; published a solo book
moved to the laboratory of Professor
descriptions of the polarization properVibrational Spectroscopy: Principles and
Duane F. Burrow, at the University of
ties of light, chiral molecules, and the
Applications with Emphasis on Optical
Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, in 1977 for postinteraction that occurs between them;
Activity (Elsevier, 1998); co-edited two
doctoral research on vibrational Raman
(b) quantum chemical basis for chiropti- optical activity. In the subsequent year,
volumes on Comprehensive Chiroptical
cal spectroscopic methods; (c) experiSpectroscopy
(John Wiley & Sons, 2012).
he joined the laboratory of Professor
mental methods for measurements and
Laurence A. Nafie at Syracuse University, His latest book Chiroptical Spectroscopy:
theoretical methods for analyzing the
Fundamentals and Applications (CRC
Syracuse, New York, where he carried
experimental data; (d) appliPress, 2016) was written to serve as a
out research work on
cations to diverse molecular systext book for a graduate-level course.
vibrational Raman optitems; (e) experiments that can
Professor Polavarapu was awarded
cal activity and vibraCHIROPTICAL
be adopted for undergraduate
the
Jeffrey Nordhaus Award (in 2010)
tional
circular
dichroism.
SPECTROSCOPY
teaching laboratories.
for
excellence
in undergraduate teachProfessor
Polavarapu
Fundamentals and
Professor Polavarapu
ing
at
Vanderbilt
University. He was
joined Vanderbilt
Applications
obtained his Master of Science
elected (in 2012) as a Fellow of the
University, Nashville,
degree in 1972 from Birla InstiAmerican Association for Advancement
Tennessee, in 1980 as
tute of Technology, Pilani, and
of Science (AAAS) for distinguished
an Assistant Professor
subsequently joined the Ph.D.
contributions to the field of chiral
of Chemistry. He was
Prasad L. Polavarapu
program at the Indian Institute
molecular structure determination. He
promoted to Associate
of Technology, Madras (now
was an Erudite Scholar (in November
Professor in 1987 and
renamed as Chennai). His Ph.D.
then to Professor in 1994. 2010) and Distinguished Consultwork, under the supervision of
Professor Polavarapu ing Research Professor (in 2012) at
late Professor Surjit Singh, was focused
edited a book entitled Polarization Divi- Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam.
on the interpretation of vibrational
sion Interferometry (John Wiley & Sons, He currently serves on the editorial
infrared absorption intensities. After
board of Chirality Journal.
1997) with a contribution from Dr.
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Marnett named dean of basic
sciences for School of Medicine

Arts and Science Dean’s Office
appoints divisional deans

Will lead Cell & Developmental Biology,
Cancer Biology, Molecular Physiology and
Biophysics, Pharmacology, and Biochemistry

Wright, Saggi named divisional deans in A&S

By John Howser

L

awrence J. Marnett was named Dean of Basic Sciences
in the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Marnett
is University Professor of Chemistry, Biochemistry, and
Pharmacology and Mary Geddes Stahlman Professor of Cancer
Research.
Marnett received his Ph.D. in chemistry from Duke University,
working in the lab of Ned Porter, who is now Professor Emeritus
of Chemistry at Vanderbilt. Marnett did postdoctoral work at the
Karolinska Institute and Wayne State University. He began his academic career at Wayne State University, where he was a professor
of chemistry, before joining Vanderbilt in 1989.
“We are fortunate to have a leader with
Dr. Marnett’s vision, experience and vast
research knowledge leading our work in this
critical area as we take the next step forward
as a university…Our research and teaching
in the basic sciences are engines of discovery and a critical part of our ability to have a
significant positive impact on improving the
human condition,” Chancellor Nicholas S.
Zeppos said.
Dean Larry Marnett
Marnett reports directly to the Provost,
Susan R. Wente, and will consult with the Dean of the School of
Medicine, Jeff Balser. He also will work closely with all university
deans and vice provosts, particularly Vice Provost for Research,
Padma Raghavan, to coordinate research operations and initiatives.
“I look forward to continuing to work with the faculty, students
and staff in the basic sciences, whose work gets to the heart of
some of the most important problems and needs facing our society,” Marnett said. “I’m also looking forward to the opportunities
that this new role brings for even more collaboration and crossdisciplinary teaching and research across the School of Medicine
and with other university schools and faculty.”
In addition to his leadership responsibilities, Marnett is a highly
distinguished cancer researcher. He directs the A.B. Hancock Jr.
Memorial Laboratory for Cancer Research, which focuses on the
causes of cancer and on the development of novel agents for cancer
prevention and treatment. His research program focuses on the
role of the enzyme cyclooxygenase-2 in cancer and inflammation,
as well as on the contribution of normal metabolism to the generation of DNA damage and mutation. His group has used structurebased approaches in conjunction with medicinal chemistry to
design selective cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors as potential antiinflammatory, cancer-preventive and anti-angiogenic agents.
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D

ean of the College of Arts and Science, Lauren Benton
has announced the appointment of two senior faculty
members as divisional deans in the college. The new
positions will facilitate academic planning in departments and
programs within the three Arts and Science divisions: humanities, social science, and science.
David Wright, Stevenson Professor of Chemistry, will serve
as the inaugural Dean of Science. Kamal Saggi, Frances and
John Downing Family Professor of Economics, will become the inaugural Dean
of Social Science. Benton expects to appoint a Dean of Humanities by fall 2017.
Wright received his B.A. in classics
and his B.S. in chemistry from Tulane
University in 1988, and his Ph.D. in
chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1994. He joined the
Department of Chemistry at Vanderbilt
Dean Lauren Benton
as an assistant professor in 2001 and was
named chair of the department in 2014.
He is an active participant in a number of Vanderbilt’s transinstitutional initiatives, including the
Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health, the
Vanderbilt Institute for Nanoscale Science
and Engineering, and the Vanderbilt Institute of Chemical Biology. In 2011, Wright
was named a Kavli Fellow at the Frontiers
of Science in cooperation with the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences. In 2015, he
was named a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
David Wright
Saggi received his B.A. in economics from Ohio Wesleyan University in 1990 and his Ph.D. in
economics in 1995 from the University of Pennsylvania. He
has served as director of the Vanderbilt
Department of Economics Graduate
Program in Economic Development since
2010 and as chair of the Department of
Economics since 2014. Prior to joining Vanderbilt, Saggi was the Dedman
Distinguished Collegiate Professor of Economics at Southern Methodist University,
where he served as chair of the economics
department from 2006 to 2009.
Kamal Saggi

David E. Cliffel Appointed Chairman

of the Department of Chemistry

P

rofessor David Cliffel was appointed chairman of the
Department of Chemistry effective August 16, 2016.
He succeeds David W. Wright, who served as chair
from 2014 to 2016, who has been promoted to Dean of Science
within the College of Arts and Science.
Professor Cliffel received a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering from the University of Dayton in 1992. He received his Ph.D. in Chemistry
in 1998 from the University of Texas at Austin working with
Professor Allen J. Bard as an NSF and ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry graduate fellow. Cliffel completed his postdoctoral work with Professor Royce W. Murray at the University of
North Carolina working on the electrochemistry of monolayer
protected clusters.
In 2000, Cliffel was recruited to Vanderbilt University as an
assistant professor of chemistry. He was promoted to Professor in 2015. Cliffel is a member of the Diabetes Research and
Training Center within VUMC. He is a Deputy Director and
faculty fellow in the Vanderbilt Institute for Integrative Biosys-

tems Research and Education, and a member of the Steering
Committee in the Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science
and Engineering where he oversees the Biomolecular Nanostructures Laboratory Facility.
In 2010, he and Keivan Stassun, Professor of Physics and
Astronomy, worked to expand the Fisk-Vanderbilt Masters to
Ph.D. Bridge program into Chemistry, and still serves on that
executive committee as the Vanderbilt Chemistry representative.
His current research concentrates on the electrochemistry
and analytical chemistry of nanoparticles and photosynthetic
proteins, and his group invented the multianalyte microphysiometer for metabolic profiling and toxicology.
Dr. Cliffel has been the recipient of a number of awards,
including the Society of Electroanalytical Chemistry (SEAC)
Young Investigator Award in 2005 and an ACS Younger
Chemist Committee Leadership Development Award in 2004.
He was recently named the Technical Editor in Physical and
Analytical Electrochemistry, Electrocatalysis, and Photoelectrochemistry for the Journal of the Electrochemical Society.
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Brian Bachmann promoted to
Professor of Chemistry

Brian Bachmann

Professor Bachmann is Principal Investigator of the Laboratory for Biosynthetic Studies
(http://biosyntheticstudies.com/brian-bachmann/), a multidisciplinary group working
on the construction and deconstruction of biosynthetic pathways and the discovery
of their products. The broad goals of this group are to investigate how natural product
biosynthetic enzymes evolve and to understand the design rules for their concatenation
into efficient “total syntheses” of natural products. Can we apply these rules and direct
the evolution of these pathways into new biosynthetic pathways of our own design?
The impacts of this work include providing new avenues for drug discovery by combinatorial biosynthesis and “green” cost-effective ways of producing high-value products and
intermediates for pharmaceutical and life sciences.
Prior to arriving at Vanderbilt University, Professor Bachmann was Director of
Chemistry at Ecopia Biosciences, a natural product-based drug discovery company in
Montreal, Quebec. Professor Bachmann has served as a scientific consultant for multiple
corporations, and as a Board of Directors member. He holds several U.S. and international publications and patents.

Jens Meiler promoted to Professor of Chemistry
Professor Jens Meiler studied Chemistry at Leipzig University in Germany before
earning his Ph.D., working in the laboratory of Christian Griesinger at the Goethe
University in Frankfurt. Meiler worked to develop new computational methods for
biomolecular NMR spectroscopy. In 2001 he moved to Seattle to work with David
Baker on the protein modeling software, Rosetta. He came to Vanderbilt University
in 2005 as an assistant professor.
In his research Dr. Meiler fuses computational and experimental efforts to investigate
proteins, the fundamental molecules of biology, and their interactions with small molecule substrates, therapeutics, or probes. He develops computational methods with three
major ambitions in mind: to enable protein structure elucidation of membrane proteins,
design proteins with novel structure and/or function, and understand the relation between chemical structure and biological activity for drug-like small molecules.

Jens Meiler

Adam List promoted to Principal Senior Lecturer
Adam List has been promoted to Principal Senior Lecturer in recognition of his contributions and accomplishments in teaching, research, and service to the Department.
In addition to teaching organic lab, Adam is the Director of Undergraduate Studies.
List received his B.S. at Valparaiso University, followed by his Ph.D. at the University of
Chicago, where he taught Organic Labs prior to coming to Vanderbilt in 1999.
Adam List
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Michelle Sulikowski promoted to
Principal Senior Lecturer

Michelle Sulikowski

Michelle Sulikowski received a B.S. in Chemistry from Rosemont College, a
Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University of Pennsylvania, and a MEd in Education from Texas A&M University. She joined the Vanderbilt faculty in 2001,
after teaching for 13 years at Texas A&M University. For the past 8 years,
Michelle was the co-PI and Director of the NSF-REU Program in Chemical
Biology, and has worked with the Center for Teaching to mentor chemistry
graduate students interested in college teaching. Michelle is currently the Associate Director of Education for the VICB and the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the new Biochemistry & Chemical Biology major.

David Cliffel named technical editor of the
Journal of the Electrochemical Society
The Journal of the Electrochemical Society, a leading journal in the field of
electrochemical science and technology, is currently the most-cited journal
in Materials Science, Coatings & Films, and second most-cited journal in
Electrochemistry. This peer-reviewed journal is published online only.
Of particular interest are the areas of energy conversion and energy
storage, corrosion, electrodeposition, electrocatalysis, double layer phenomena, sensors, bioelectrochemistry, electrochemical engineering, in situ
spectroelectrochemical methods, and electroanalytical chemistry, as they
relate to the further understanding of processes of both fundamental and
technological importance leading to the rational design and optimization
of small and large scale devices.
David Cliffel is currently Professor of Chemistry and Chair of the
Department of Chemistry at Vanderbilt University.

David Cliffel

Walter Chazin honored with
international biophysics award

Walter Chazin

Walter Chazin, Ph.D., director of the Vanderbilt Center for Structural Biology, is a recipient of a 2016 Fellow of the Biophysical Society award. The
award honors distinguished members of the international society who have
demonstrated sustained scientific excellence, supported the society and
contributed to the expansion of the field of biophysics.
Chazin, professor of Biochemistry and Chemistry, and Chancellor’s Professor of Medicine, was recognized for his pioneering work using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and other biophysical techniques to relate the structure
and dynamics of proteins to their biological function in processes ranging from
calcium sensing to DNA repair.
A fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS), Chazin received his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from Concordia
University in Montreal in 1983, and did postdoctoral research in Zurich
and at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, California.He joined the
Vanderbilt faculty in 2000 and has authored or contributed to more than
200 scientific publications.
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Craig Lindsley named “Highly Cited
Researcher” two years in a row

Craig Lindsley

Craig Lindsley was named a Thomson Reuters Highly Cited Researcher for 2015
and 2016, due to the number of citations his work received from fellow researchers. In citing Lindsley’s work, his peers identified his contributions as being among
the most valuable and significant in the field of Pharmacology and Toxicology.
Thomson Reuters Highly Cited Researchers are some of the best and brightest
scientific minds of our time.
Currently, Lindsley is, in addition to Professor of Chemistry, the William
K. Warren, Jr. Chair in Medicine, Vanderbilt Center for Neuroscience Drug
Discovery co-director, and Director of Medicinal Chemistry. He is also Editorin-Chief of ACS Chemical Neuroscience.

John McLean Elected to Board of Directors
of American Society for Mass Spectrometry
The American Society for Mass Spectrometry (ASMS) was formed in 1969 to
promote and disseminate knowledge of mass spectrometry and allied topics.
Membership includes over 8,500 scientists involved in research and development. Members come from academic, industrial and governmental laboratories.
Their interests include advancement of techniques and instrumentation in mass
spectrometry, as well as fundamental research in chemistry, geology, forensics,
biological sciences and physics. ASMS publishes the Journal of the American
Society for Mass Spectrometry (JASMS) a peer-reviewed monthly journal with a
comprehensive range of research and development in mass spectrometry.
Dr. McLean has been a member of ASMS since 2001. He is presently
Stevenson Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Center for Innovative
Technology at Vanderbilt University.

John McLean

IN MEMORIAM
Mark Jones, Professor Emeritus of
Chemistry, has died

Mark M. Jones
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Vanderbilt Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus, Mark M. Jones died October 7, 2016 at 88 years old,
after an accident and brief illness.
Jones received his Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from the University of Kansas in 1948 and
held positions of postdoctoral researcher and instructor at the University of Illinois until 1955,
when he joined the U.S. Army and served for two years. In 1957, he joined the chemistry department at Vanderbilt as an assistant professor; became a full professor in 1964; and gained emeritus
status in 1998. He served as department chair from 1970 to 1976.
He is survived by his wife of 64 years, Shirley Gleason Jones; sons Mark G. Jones (Wendy)
of Sandy Springs, Georgia, and Ted I. Jones (Karen) of Memphis; granddaughters Lisa E. Jones,
Emma-Rose Y. Jones and Elizabeth H. Jones; and grandsons Clifford P. Jones and Grant M. Jones.

Lauren Buchanan, Ph.D., Joins Faculty

as Assistant Professor of Chemistry

L

auren Buchanan was raised in nearby Oak Ridge, Tennessee. She completed her B.A. degree at Washington
University in St. Louis in 2008, with a double major
in chemistry and mathematics. As an undergraduate, she
performed research in the lab of Prof. Richard A. Loomis using
photoluminescence microscopy and time-correlated single
photon counting to characterize the optical properties of CdSe
quantum wires. She also spent two summers working at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.
Lauren moved to the University of Wisconsin-Madison for
her graduate studies, where she joined the lab of Prof. Martin
T. Zanni as an NSF Graduate Research Fellow. Her graduate
research focused on studying the structure, formation, and
inhibition of amyloid fibrils using two-dimensional infrared
(2D IR) spectroscopy. As part of her work, she identified a previously unknown intermediate that can be targeted to prevent
the amyloid fibrils associated with type II diabetes.

Assistant Professor Lauren Buchanan

After completing her Ph.D. in 2013, Lauren joined the
laboratory of Prof. Richard P. Van Duyne at Northwestern
University. While in the Van Duyne group, she worked to develop several novel spectroscopic techniques, including leading
efforts to advance surface-enhanced femtosecond stimulated
Raman spectroscopy as a robust tool for studying molecular
dynamics at plasmonic surfaces.
At Vanderbilt, Lauren’s research will focus on the use of
innovative spectroscopies to probe systems at the interface
of biology and nanotechnology. In biology, structure dictates
function. Thus, we can use vibrational spectroscopies, such
as 2D IR spectroscopy, to investigate protein structure and

ultimately determine how structure affects protein function. When implemented with mid-IR pulse shaping, 2D IR
spectroscopy can achieve the temporal resolution to track
protein folding in real time. By incorporating isotope labeled
amino acids into the protein sequence, we can observe protein
dynamics with single residue structural resolution, allowing us
to determine precise folding pathways. The Buchanan group
will use this approach, along with other optical spectroscopies,
to investigate the structural dynamics of peptides and proteins
both occurring naturally within the human body or designed
for novel biomedical applications.
The unique physiochemical properties of nanomaterials
have led to their development for a diverse array of applications ranging from clothing and cosmetics to electronics and
catalysts. Increasingly, nanoparticles are being considered for
medical applications such as bioimaging and drug delivery.
However, the potential risks of exposing biological systems to
nanomaterials, either intentionally or accidentally, remain relatively unknown. In biological media, proteins adsorb readily
onto nanoparticle surfaces, which can alter the structure of the
proteins and affect their function or even expose surfaces normally buried in the protein core that may provoke autoimmune
responses. Thus, in order to fully assess the effects of nanoparticle exposure, it is critical to elucidate the structural changes of
the proteins that bind to the particles. In the Buchanan group,
they will use isotope labeling and 2D IR spectroscopy to determine how exposure to various nanomaterials affects protein
structure in simulated biological media and will catalogue
these changes to facilitate screening of future nanomaterials.
Additionally, the Buchanan group will investigate mechanisms of peptide self-assembly. Peptide self-assembly has been
used to form hybrid peptide-inorganic nanomaterials and
create stimulus responsive materials. There is considerable
interest in using peptide-based self-assembled nanostructures
for biomedical applications such as drug delivery and tissue
engineering and regeneration. Peptide self-assembly is driven
by the interplay between hydrogen bonding, hydrophobicity,
and van der Waals forces. This complexity makes it difficult to
predict a final three-dimensional structure, much less its functionality, from a linear sequence of amino acids. Furthermore,
simply characterizing the initial and final states of a peptide
is not sufficient; different preparation protocols can cause
the same peptide to assemble into different supramolecular
morphologies. Thus, our aim is to determine the mechanisms
of folding and self-assembly necessary to guide rational design
of peptide nanomaterials. Once these mechanisms are understood, new approaches for controlling self-assembly to form
novel functional materials can be devised.
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Craig Tainter joins faculty as Senior Lecturer

C

raig Tainter has joined the faculty in the Department of
Chemistry as a senior lecturer; he teaches general chemistry and physical chemistry.
Professor Tainter was raised in Westby, a small town in
western Wisconsin. He received his B.S. degree in 2007 from
the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse with majors in chemistry
and mathematics. As an undergraduate, Tainter took part in two
undergraduate research projects: with Professor Jeffrey Baggett,
where Tainter examined the extent to which neural networks
could be used to predict chaotic signals; and under the supervision of Professor Janet Kirsch, Tainter used electronic structure calculations to explain the reconstruction of the surface
atoms in the Al/Pd(100) alloy. At the University of WisconsinMadison, Tainter completed his Ph.D. in 2012 as a member of
Professor James Skinner’s research group, developing a classical
potential energy surface for water that explicitly included threebody interactions. This model was used to elucidate the structure of the water hexamer and two amorphous phases of water

Borislav Ivanov joins Department
of Chemistry as Lecturer

B

orislav Lubomirov Ivanov has joined the faculty in the
Department of Chemistry as a lecturer. He is an instructor for the Capstone Lab and is developing experimental
modules for the Physical Chemistry Lab.
Borislav earned his Master of Science degree in Chemical
Engineering—“Technology of Semiconductor Materials and Integrated Circuits”—from the University of Chemical Technology
and Metallurgy (UCTM), Sofia, Bulgaria, in 1986. He continued his Ph.D. study in chemistry at the
same university. In 1994, he successfully
defended his Ph.D. dissertation with the
title of, “Laser chemical vapor deposition
of thin Al layers from organometallic
precursors by copper vapor laser” and was
the first Ph.D. in Bulgaria in the area of
laser chemistry.
In August 2000, he moved to the Department
of Physics at Vanderbilt UniverBorislav Ivanov
sity as a postdoc working on laser-tissue
interaction projects using the Vanderbilt Free Electron Laser
and developing table top alternative laser sources for laser surgery. Since 2003 he has been a Research Assistant Professor and
Research Associate Professor in the Department of Physics and
the Department of Chemical Engineering. With the help of Prof.
Lukehart and three Vanderbilt Ph.D. graduate students, he is developing new laser Confined Plume Chemical Deposition (CPCD)
processes, which are able to deposit crystalline ceramic layers on
polymer and biological tissue surfaces without destroying them,
which is currently impossible with any other technology.
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along with the vibrational spectra that would be calculated from
such structures.
Tainter’s postdoctoral research was done at Northwestern
University with Professor George Schatz. His research focused
on parametrizing a reactive force field
to model the reactions that occur when
diethyl zinc is deposited onto epoxidized
graphene to form zinc oxide nanoparticles. He also utilized density functional
theory calculations to determine the
ligand structure that would bind most
strongly to selenate inside a zirconiumoxide based metal-organic framework.
In addition to postdoctoral research at
Craig Tainter
Northwestern, Tainter held an adjunct
professor position at nearby Lake Forest College teaching general chemistry laboratory, prior to coming to Vanderbilt.

David Crisostomo joins
faculty as Lecturer

O

riginally from Pleasanton, California, David Crisostomo joined Vanderbilt University in 2010 after
receiving a B.S. in Chemistry
from the University of Notre Dame and
joined the Cliffel Research Group in
2011. In 2016, David defended his thesis,
“Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
Investigations of Monolayer-protected
Gold Nanoparticles and Shewanella
Oneidensis” which looked at the determination of electron transfer rates of water
soluble and organic soluble gold nanoparDavid Crisostomo
ticles and their ability to act as switches
and nanocapacitors and the capabilities of S. oneidensis biofilms
to produce and consume electron shuttles.
David is currently a General Chemistry lecturer while
conducting research into the microclinical analyzer, a series
of electrochemical sensors designed to monitor analytes from
organ-on-a-chip systems.

GRADUATESTUDENTS

Westley Bauer wins Best Poster at 2016
Bioanalytical Sensor Gordon Research Conference
Westley Bauer, a graduate student working in David Wright’s research group, was awarded “Best
Poster” at the 2016 Bioanalytical Sensor Gordon Research Conference in Newport, Rhode Island, in
August 2016. His poster, “Multiplex Biomarker Capture-and-Release Reagents for the Enhancement
of Malaria Rapid Diagnostic Tests,” detailed efforts to incorporate sample preparation into point-ofcare diagnostics for the detection of malaria.
Westley comes from Anoka, Minnesota; he attended the Saint Thomas University in St. Paul, Minnesota, prior to beginning his pursuit of a Ph.D. at Vanderbilt. See research summary page 25.

Westley Bauer

Suzanne Batiste selected for First Women
Chemists Committee Merck Research Award
Eight women were selected to receive the inaugural Women Chemists Committee Merck Research
Award during the fall ACS national meeting in Philadelphia. The award is sponsored by Merck &
Co. and recognizes exceptional third- and fourth-year female graduate students. Suzanne Batiste, a
fourth year graduate student in the Jeff Johnston lab at Vanderbilt University, was among this first
cohort of 8 awardees.
Suzanne comes from Northern California. She attended University of California, San Diego, for
undergrad, where she did biomedical engineering. See research summary pages 4-5.

Suzanne Batiste

Jackie Picache one of four undergrads to address
the American Society of Mass Spectrometry
Jackie Picache is one of only four undergraduate students in the history of the American Society of Mass
Spectrometry to make a main platform presentation at the National Meeting. Her presentation entitled
“A Label-free, Mass Spectrometry-based High Throughput Candidate Drug Screening Assay: Application to Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome” was made at the June 2016, national meeting in San Antonio.
Jackie Picache is now a student at Vanderbilt in the Graduate Program in Chemistry. She graduated from Notre Dame University in May 2014, following which she worked at the National Institutes of
Health as a IRTA Postbaccalaureate Research Fellow for two years, developing and performing a high
throughput drug screen for Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome, a rare disease characterized by an inability
to synthesize cholesterol.

Jaqueline-Mae
Picache

Bian Li awarded Predoctoral Fellowship
from the American Heart Association
In December 2015, Bian Li was awarded a Predoctoral Fellowship from the American Heart Association. This fellowship was established with the aim of helping students initiate careers in research
broadly related to cardiovascular disease and stroke and pertinent clinical, basic, biotechnology, and
multidisciplinary efforts.
Li’s current project as an AHA fellow employs a multidisciplinary approach to develop a novel
intelligent system to make clinical-grade predictions on the probability that a genetic variant
identified in the potassium channel KCNQ1 will cause long QT syndrome (LQTS). LQTS is a heart
rhythm disorder mainly caused by genetic variants in genes that encode ion channels. Among over
a dozen LQTS-associated genes, KCNQ1 is the most commonly mutated. Success in the development of this system could have an immediate impact on LQTS management. Specifically, previously undetected mutations that increase susceptibility to LQTS can be identified through this system.
Detection of such genetic risk factor is extremely important for physicians to provide preventive
advices to LQTS risk group.

Bian Li
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What Gut Microbiota
Can Tell Us About Drug Design and

Personal Health
By James Poland
Graduate Student, McLean Lab

O

ne of the cutting-edge areas of
research in therapeutics and
medicine is the study of the
gut microbiota and listening to what
the microbiota has to tell us about drug
design and personal health. The gut
has garnered much attention from the
health sciences community for the major
roles they play in obesity, diabetes, heart
disease, and many other human health
concerns. James Poland, a fourth-year
graduate student in John McLean’s Lab,
focuses on biological applications of ion
mobility-mass spectrometry. He hopes
to use this emerging analytical technology to probe how changes in the bacterial community affect transitions and
absorption of metabolites, and their effect
on distant systems. James’ interest in the
biological applications of ion mobilitymass spectrometry builds upon research
and technology previously highlighted in
the McLean Group. We all come to the
sciences from different backgrounds, and
this is the story about how James Poland
came to join the Vanderbilt community.
James comes to Vanderbilt from
Pennsauken, New Jersey, where he was
raised as the oldest of five children. He entered Delaware State University as a Mass
Communication major with the hopes
of being a radio personality. However, he
found his mind wandering and would
often sit in his chemistry professor’s office
talking about his chemistry research. It
is here that James’ curious mind found a
place to explore; and, after a semester of
general chemistry, he began undergraduate research in Dr. Preston Hayward’s lab.
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After a year of research on nafion and
nafion-like polymers, James switched
his major to chemistry and committed
himself to scientific research. He then
joined a biochemistry lab and studied the
in vivo biochemical characterization of a
microsporidal homolog to the Antonospora locustae trimethyguanosine synthase
(Tgs1) gene. Tgs1 hyper-methylates, the
cap structure of small nuclear RNA facilitating them to be shuttled back into the
nucleus. This was James’ first introduction
to both mass spectrometry as well as the
potential to use this instrument as a tool
to probe biological problems. This research laid the groundwork for his future
interest in science at the intersection of
biology and chemistry.
After graduating from DSU, James
attended Fisk University to pursue a
Master of Arts in Chemistry. He joined
Professor Natalie Arnett’s lab which
focused on the synthesis and characterization of polymers. Continuing
his interest in exploring biochemical applications, James synthesized
bioactive polymers taking Arnett’s
research in a new direction. He was
given the freedom to synthesize xylitol
based polymers that have applications
in drug delivery and tissue engineering. During this time, he met Dr.
John McLean, along with many other
professors through the Fisk-Vanderbilt
Bridge Program, and learned about
the research that was happening at
Vanderbilt University. Upon completing his master’s degree in 2013, James
transitioned to Vanderbilt’s Graduate

Program in Chemistry and later joined
John McLean’s lab.
Due to his background in biochemistry research, he joined the lab with the
intention of searching for new biological
problems that can be solved using mass
spectrometry. During this time, he
learned about the effects that changes on
the microbiota have on distant systems.
However, one question persisted: “What
are the changes that occur within gut
metabolites and how do they have such
large effects?” Considering that we do not
know the full collaborative efforts of the
gut bacterial community, in addition to
the diversity and complexity of the small
molecules that comprise the metabolome, makes answering this question an
enormous challenge. Fortunately, the
McLean Lab is uniquely situated to rise to
this challenge. Using ion mobility-mass
spectrometry, it is possible to identify
thousands of different molecules simultaneously and capture a holistic, and
accurate metabolomic state of the bacterial community. Developing completely
non-invasive methods by extracting a
broad spectrum of metabolites from feces
has helped put the McLean lab at the forefront of the emerging field of microbiota
analysis. These methods could have the
potential to accurately predict the health
of the entire gut in addition to helping
understand the mystery of how changes
in metabolites from the gut affect overall
human health.
RIGHT: James Poland, as seen through the
lens of an Ion-Mobility Mass Spectrometer in
the McLean Lab
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D. Jamin Keith
Townsend Group

Total synthesis of the Morganella
morganii Zwitterionic polysaccharide
repeating unit
The human immune system is capable of fighting off various
pathogens and diseases. Over the past decade it has been demonstrated that carbohydrates can induce an immune response. However, carbohydrates are poorly immunogenic in comparison to
protein-binding antibodies. Zwitterionic polysaccharides (ZPSs),
a class of carbohydrates characterized by
alternating positive and negative charges,
elicit a more powerful T cell response than
typical polysaccharides allowing for the generation of immunologic memory. This positions ZPSs as promising targets for novel,
non-peptidic, immunotherapeutic agents.
Coupling of poorly immunogenic carbohydrate antigens with ZPS carriers has shown
to be a viable vaccine construct. However, in
D. Jamin Keith
order to further probe this concept, access to
chemically modifiable ZPSs in appreciable quantities is required.
To this end, we have identified a ZPS isolated from Morganella
morganii as a target for total synthesis.

Christopher Fullenkamp
Sulikowski Group

Progress Towards the Total Synthesis
of Chrysophaentin A
Antibiotic resistance is now known for every clinically prescribed
antibiotic, which means new antibiotics with novel mechanisms
of action are needed. Chrysophaentin A, a marine natural product
isolated from the alga Chrysophaeum taylori, exhibits micromolar activity against gram positive bacteria
including methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). The mechanism of
action of this natural antimicrobial agent
is believed to be the inhibition of FtsZ,
which results in the direct inhibition of
cellular division. Unfortunately, further
study of ChrysophaentinA has been inhibited due to its limited supply by isolation
from its marine source. Total synthesis of
Christopher
Chrysophaentin A will not only allow furFullenkamp
ther study of its novel mechanism of action
but also access to other analogs for further development. To date
our lab has been able to synthesize a derivative of Chrysophaentin
A, which showed significant antimicrobial activity. Our immediate
goal remains the total synthesis of Chrysophaentin A.
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Brett Covington
Bachmann Group

Mapping Microbial Natural Product
Responses to Activation Stimuli
Over the past 30 years the incidence of antibiotic resistant
infections has steadily increased, and at the same time it is
becoming more and more difficult to discover new antibiotics.
The combination of these problems is leading us towards what
many medical professionals are calling a
“post-antibiotic” era in which antibiotics
will no longer be effective at treating
bacterial infection. But it may be possible to postpone or even prevent this
era. Microbial natural products are
an important reservoir of therapeutic
molecules. These compounds have been
the source of the majority of modern
antibiotic and chemotherapeutic drugs,
Brett Covington
and it is estimated that we have accessed
less than 1% of these natural resources. This is largely because
these diverse compounds are often not produced when grown
under laboratory conditions. We hypothesize that producing
organisms use their natural products to respond to environmental cues from competing organisms, to nutrients and other
physical factors, and when grown in isolation in the lab the
organisms no longer receive these cues and subsequently do
not produce their compounds of interest. Here we demonstrate how self-organizing map analytics can be used to interpret metabolomic changes engendered by discrete activation
stimuli in actinomycetes. This process can prioritize secondary
metabolites for isolation in a discovery pipeline and may additionally enable the connection between activation stimuli and
genetic regulatory elements for natural product gene clusters.

Westley S. Bauer

Allison Galassie

Wright Group

Link/McLean Groups

Magnetically assisted biomarker
capture-and-release reagents to
enhance malaria rapid diagnostic tests

Using quantitative proteomics
to profile changes in individual
immune cell types after an
AS03-adjuvanted H5N1 vaccine

At a time when resistance to the most efficacious antimalarial
drugs is rising, a critical window is open for malaria eradication campaigns. The need for rapid and accurate diagnosis is
essential so only infected patients are treated, mitigating liberal
administration of antimalarial compounds, which leads to drug
resistance. Current healthcare infrastructures in rural settings are ill-equipped to handle modern diagnostic tools such
as PCR, microscopy, and ELISA. Instead, lateral-flow rapid
diagnostic tests (RDTs) offer the best diagnostic solution. Commercial species-specific malaria RDTs detect both Plasmodium
falciparum Histidine-Rich Protein-II(HRPII) and Plasmodium
Lactate dehydrogenase (pLDH). Unfortunately, current dual
RDTs are limited by their sensitivity. To improve test sensitivity,
we have developed a strategy employing a multiplex magnetic
bead, that captures and concentrates the HRPII and pLDH
available in a 200 μL blood sample and delivers them onto
an RDT without exceeding the tests capacity. This is achieved
by using an immobilized metal affinity magnetic bead and a
pLDH “capture and release” antibody reagent. The “capture and
release” antibody reagent consists of a pLDH capture antibody functionalized with hexahistidine peptides. The intrinsic
histidine content of HRPII and hexahistidine peptide functionalization enables HRPII and the antibody
reagent to be reversibly bound to the
magnetic bead utilizing metal coordination chemistry. Thus, the optimal loading density of the “capture and release”
antibody reagent equips the bead with
the ability to simultaneously capture
pLDH and HRPII. Subsequent to capture,
the multiplex bead acts as a vehicle to
magnetically concentrate and release high
Westley Bauer
copies of biomarkers into a small volume,
employing a common high-salt elution
strategy, that is then added to the RDT. The multiplex bead can
capture and release greater than 92% of the total pLDH and
HRPII available in a sample with an additional assay time of
8 minutes. Performing this process on a 200 μL blood sample
delivers increased copies of HRPII and pLDH to a commercially available malaria dual RDT for a 10-fold increase in the
limit of detection compared to the manufacturer suggested
protocol. The result of this 10-fold increase in limit of detection
is the ability to detect single digit parasitemias.

Vaccine adjuvants, particularly oil-in-water emulsion
adjuvants, have been found to markedly enhance immune
responses to pandemic influenza vaccines. However, the
mechanisms by which adjuvants enhance immunogenicity are not well understood. We investigated global protein
expression after either an Adjuvant System 03(AS03)adjuvanted or unadjuvanted split-virus H5N1 influenza
vaccine in five primary human immune cell populations:
neutrophils, monocytes, natural
killer cells (NK), T cells, and B cells.
An immune cell common standard,
prepared using cell lysates, normalized the 8-plex iTRAQ experiments, which were analyzed using
MuDPIT on an LTQ Orbitrap XL.
Protein level quantifications were
obtained by calculating the median
of log2 ratios compared to the
Allison Galassie
standard for all assigned peptides.
The analysis set was comprised of
quantifications for 3247 proteins (835 protein families)
overall, with 533 (T-cells),665 (NK-cells), 813 (B-cells),
860 (neutrophils), and 1,252 (monocytes) unique protein
families. PCA showed that most of the total variation in
protein ratios was due to cell type. Additionally, betweensubject variability was significantly greater than withinsubject variability. Distinct responses were observed in all
cells, but monocytes demonstrated the strongest differential signal. Day 3 following the first AS03-adjuvanted
vaccine dose, immunological pathways, including MHC
class Imediated antigen processing and presentation,
were enriched in monocytes and neutrophils. Inflammation and oxidative stress proteins in monocytes (day 1)
and immunoproteasome subunits (day 3) after the first
adjuvanted vaccination predicted seroprotective antibody responses at day 56 (28 days post-second dose).
While comparison between proteomic and transcriptomic
results showed little overlap overall, enrichment of the
Class I antigen processing and presentation pathway and
increase in PSME2 (proteasome activator complex subunit 2)expression following AS03 adjuvanted vaccination
was confirmed in monocytes by both approaches.
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Graduate Students Thrive During Externships
One of the opportunities offered by the Graduate Program in Chemistry is the ability for a senior graduate student to do an “externship.” During the past year, two of our graduate students were given the
opportunity to work in a lab away from Vanderbilt. Their experience was totally different in nature, but
invaluable in terms of how they found the externship and what they learned in this outside environment.
At ExxonMobile, Jake Lockhart was in a corporate research and development environment, while Mike
Turo’s work was carried out at a national research lab.

Michael Turo
Currently, quantum dots (QDs) are found commercially in new TVs
and the Kindle Fire™ tablets to give brighter and purer color. They
have the potential for future applications in solar cells, solid-state
lighting, biological tags, and photocatalysis. These tiny pieces of
material comprising of only tens to hundreds of thousands atoms are
strong absorbers and emitters of light; their energies can be tuned
by particle size. Even small changes in how
we make them can have huge effects on the
observed properties. In the Macdonald lab, we
want to know exactly how and why this happens. How can we control, the crystal phase,
shape, and surface chemistry to grow nanocrystals that target emerging applications?
QDs are a hybrid material consisting of
the inorganic core and long-chain organic
capping ligands on the surface. The inorganic
Michael Turo
core is primarily responsible for the desirable
properties of QDs, such as color, but the organic ligands play a major
role in protecting the QDs from its environment. Some of the most
commonly used capping ligands are thiols; however, thiols have a
nasty habit of being oxidized to disulfides on the surfaces of QDs. The
loss of the thiol capping ligands causes the particles to aggregate and

become less bright. We have solved this problem by realizing a quirk
in one of the common ways to make QDs. What we noticed was
that when we were making QDs and use thiols not only as a capping
ligand, but also as a sulfur precursor we can get the capping thiols
stuck into the QD. We call this unique coordination “crystal-bound”
(Turo and Macdonald ACS Nano 2014). Amazingly these thiol
ligands do not oxidize and allowing for very stable QDs.
In order to gain a better understanding of these surfaces, I traveled
to Lawrence Berkeley National Lab for 10 months, working in the
Molecular Foundry. I was provided with this opportunity after receiving a Department of Energy Office of Basic Science Graduate Student
Research Award. I learned computational modeling of materials and
surfaces and worked towards building models of the different ligand
binding modes. Thanks to my time in Berkeley, we now have a better
picture of the structural and energetic effects of not only our unique
ligand coordination, but also more traditional surface-bound ligands.
Through our new understanding of the interactions between the
inorganic and organic components of QDs, we can begin to tailor
our synthesis to get the right surface chemistry for a desired application. We believe crystal-bound ligands will allow us to make brighter,
more stable, and more efficient QDs.

Jake Lockhart
Jake grew up on the north side of Indianapolis and graduated from
University High School in Carmel, Indiana. After earning a bachelor’s
degree in Chemistry from Vanderbilt in 2010, he worked at Indiana
University doing mass spec method development in the Department
of Pharmacology. From there, he worked at Eli Lilly & Co. in Indianapolis developing methods to quantify pharmaceutical compounds
in early drug discovery phase. He returned to Vanderbilt for graduate
studies in 2013, joined the Harth group, and is currently developing
polymeric nanoparticles for biomedical applications.
In 2015, Jake had the opportunity to participate in a 6-month
graduate co-op with ExxonMobil Research and Engineering (EMRE)
in Paulsboro, New Jersey. In the fast-paced industrial environment,
Jake contributed to several projects within the Passenger Vehicle
Lubricants Section, which develops next-generation engine oils for
better energy efficiency, fuel economy, and extended drain intervals.
Utilizing his background in chemistry and polymers, he
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evaluated cutting-edge technologies for lubricant brands like
Mobil 1, developed new experiments for proof-of-performance
testing, and participated in cross-business
teams involving operations, marketing, and
product deployment. He was afforded the
opportunity to present a poster of his work at
a company-wide event in Clinton, New Jersey
and delivered a presentation to EMRE at the
conclusion of his term.
The opportunity transpired after meeting an ExxonMobil recruiter (and Vanderbilt
alumnus) during the Vanderbilt Career Center
Jake Lockhart
Engineering and IT Industry Day. It was a
rewarding co-op experience that provided invaluable insights to the
oil and gas industry and will hopefully lead to a great career opportunity at the conclusion of the Ph.D.

Michael Crocker, Audrey YniguezGutierrez Awarded 2016 National
Science Foundation Fellowships
Jordan Rhodes and Rachel Harris receive Honorable Mention
The National Science Foundation named two Vanderbilt graduate researchers in Chemistry to be
recipients of Graduate Research Fellowships (NSF GRF) in 2016 The program is aimed at rewarding individuals who have demonstrated notable potential early in their research career.

Michael Crocker

Audrey Yniguez-Gutierrez

Michael Crocker’s passion for chemistry
first emerged during his high school in
Bowling Green, Kentucky. The engaging educators there exposed him to
how exciting and rewarding science can
be. Michael was later able to explore
several fields of chemistry at the Carol
Martin Gatton Academy, and his work
on dendron synthesis led him to pursue
synthetic organic chemistry. ContinuMichael Crocker
ing his education at the University of
Kentucky, Michael furthered his synthetic education under
the guidance of Prof. Mark Meier, while working to derive
chemical feedstocks from the deconstruction of the natural
polymer, lignin.
Becoming more familiar with scientific literature and frontier problems, Michael became very interested in the work
of Prof. Jeffrey Johnston’s group. The prospect of developing
organocatalysts and new methodologies to expand chemists’
arsenal in the synthesis of complex organic molecules encouraged Michael to become part of the Vanderbilt community.
It was while pursuing the latter of those goals during his
rotation in Prof. Steven Townsend’s lab that he applied for
NSF-GRFP funding. The topic of the proposed work was the
synthesis of a novel glycosylation donor. The intended donor
could be highly active yet bench-stable, and suitable for solid
phase glycosylation.
Michael is currently working in the Johnston group on
applying the Aza-Henry and umpolung amide synthesis reactions to substrates bearing unexplored, heteroatom substituents
alpha to the nitro group.

Audrey Yniguez-Gutierrez came to Vanderbilt in 2014, after
receiving her Bachelor of Science degree from the University of
Texas, San Antonio. She joined the lab of Dr. Brian Bachmann to
focus on chemical biology and antibiotic discovery and research.
Her work in the Bachmann laboratory is mainly focused
on investigating the biosynthesis of everninomicins, complex
polysaccharides produced by the bacteria Micromonospora
carbonacea var. aurantiaca. During previous development as
antibiotics, these intriguing molecules showed strong activity
against antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria via inhibition of
protein translation. However, the everninomicins’ development was hindered by an inability to access analogs via total
synthesis or semi-synthetic methods. Therefore, we are working to revitalize the everninomicins using the natural biosynthetic machinery to develop novel analogs with increased
antibacterial potency.
Audrey’s current research investigates the biosynthesis of
the aromatic moiety dichloroisoeverninic acid via targeted gene deletion of the
associated enzymes. These genetically
manipulated Micromonaspora strains
have yielded a number of novel everninomicin analogs, which are still being
further investigated. Additionally, the
relevant biosynthetic enzymes are also
being evaluated in vitro to identify their
preferred substrates and to evaluate their
ability to incorporate non-natural subAudrey Yniguezstrates. Genomic editing and incorpora- Gutierrez
tion of non-natural substrates will allow
for investigations into the ability of M. carbonacea var. aurantiaca to produce diversified everninomicin analogs. This work
will further elucidate the biosynthesis of everninomicins and
provide novel analogs in an attempt to revitalize this potent
class of antibiotics.
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International Students
International students bring both tremendous talent and a global perspective to our campus community. The Graduate Program in Chemistry is fortunate to have students from countries all over the world,
including Germany, Cypress, China, Vietnam, Poland, etc. Featured here are two students, one from
Jamaica and one from China. We welcome all international students.

Bian Li, Qifengdu, Chenzhou, Hunan Province, China
I grew up in a rural town in southern China where education was not
as valued as it should have been. However, my father, who had the
vision that education is such an important thing that it could change
my whole life, did as much as possible to make the best education
accessible to me, and encouraged me to pursue science.
I developed my interest in chemistry when I was a high-school
student and was introduced to some of the basic, but fundamental, principles of chemistry that explain how molecules are formed
and how they interact. In 2006, I was admitted to Shanghai Jiao
Tong University, one of the top and most selective universities in
China, to pursue a bachelor’s degree in science. During my college
time, I was so intrigued by how sophisticated proteins are made
and how important they are for our body to function well.

in U.S. universities. It has a fantastic group of faculty members,
most of whom are prestigious scientists doing cutting-edge research
in their field. The graduate courses offered by the department are
very constructive for training graduate students and the homework
assignments are intellectually very challenging. Importantly, the
department cares about the career development of its graduate
students. Students are allowed to take classes that are important to
their research from outside departments such as the Department
of Physics and the Department of Computer Science. I feel that I’m
being well trained for my career plan, becoming a research scientist
that is able to work independently and think critically in computational biochemistry. I have been enjoying my study and research at
Vanderbilt as well as the life and southern hospitality in Nashville,
one of the best cities in the U.S. I’m proud and thankful for being a
member of the Vanderbilt community.

Improving Prediction of Helix-Helix
Packing in Membrane Proteins
Using Predicted Contact Numbers
as Restraints
Bian Li, Jeffrey Mendenhall, Elizabeth Dong Nguyen, Brian E. Weiner,
Axel W. Fischer, and Jens Meiler

Bian Li at Shanghai Jiao Tong University

After obtaining a bachelor’s degree in 2010, I went to Fudan
University for a master’s degree in medicinal chemistry. During the time at Fudan, I used computational approaches, such as
molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulations, to study
how proteins interact with small molecules.
In 2013, I was admitted into the graduate program in chemistry at Vanderbilt University, and I decided to go to Vanderbilt
for a doctoral research on protein structure prediction. It turned
out I made the correct decision. The Department of Chemistry at
Vanderbilt is one of the best and top-funded chemistry departments
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One of the challenging problems in computational prediction
of tertiarystructure of helical membrane proteins (HMPs) is
the determination of rotation of α-helices around the helix
normal. Incorrect prediction of rotation of α-helices around
the helix normal substantially disrupts native residue–residue contacts while inducing only a relatively small effect
on the overall fold. To address this problem, we previously
developed a predictor for residue contact numbers (CNs),
which measure the local packing degree of residues within
the protein tertiary structure. In this study, we tested the idea
of incorporating predicted CNs as restraints to guide the
sampling of helix rotation. For a benchmark set of 15 HMPs
with simple to rather complicated folds, contact recovery
(CR) was improved for all targets, the likelihood of sampling
models with CR greater than 20% was increased for 13 targets, and RMSD100 was improved for 12 targets. This study
demonstrated that explicitly incorporating CNs as restraints
improved the prediction of helix‒helix packing.

Dain Beezer, Jamaica
Dain Beezer, a native of the Caribbean island Jamaica, first
came to the United States in 2006 to pursue an undergraduate
degree in chemistry at Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee.
As a first-generation college student, he developed a passion
for chemistry and material science that led him to become an
Erastus Milo Cravath Presidential scholar at Fisk University.
Under the mentorship of Dr. Weije Lu, he engaged in research
geared toward the development of polymeric material for
alternative energy and solar cell applications. He believes that
organic solar cells have the potential to help solve the energy
crisis that is currently affecting his home country.
During the summer of 2008, he participated in the Vanderbilt Institute of Chemical Biology REU program, where he
carried out research under the mentorship of Dr. Hye YoungKim and Dr. Ned Porter. His project focused on the development of a novel approach towards isolation and identification of
complex protein adducts. This research experience provided an
opportunity to do research outside of his home institution and
explore the graduate program in the Department of Chemistry
at Vanderbilt. Additionally, the VICB REU program provided
an avenue to explore other research areas, which allowed his
research interest to advance into the synthesis and application of
synthetic materials.
Upon graduation from Fisk University in May 2010, Dain
started the Ph.D. graduate program in chemistry at Vanderbilt.
Recognizing that a strong synthetic background is needed to
further pursue his research interest, he started doing research
under the mentorship of Dr. Jeffrey Johnston. Dain was able

Dain Beezer

to fine-tune his organic synthesis skills while working on his
research project, which involves combining the Sharpless Asymmetric Dihydroxylation and the Umpolung Amide Synthesis to
prepare dihydroxyamides enantioselectively.
He continued in the lab of Dr. Eva Harth, where he is using
his skills in organic synthesis to explore the fabrication and
application of organic materials. He is currently developing
polymeric biomaterials for applications in regenerative medicine and drug delivery. After completing his Ph.D. in 2017,
Dain plans to return home, and use all of his knowledge and
experience to further the advancement of science and technology in Jamaica.

Tuning of polyglycidol network densities to prepare optimized materials
for regenerative medicine applications
By Dain Beezer, Graduate Student, Harth Lab

Regenerative medicine therapies can be used to treat a
variety of illnesses, including injury to the knee and spinal
cord, stroke and type 1 diabetes. Our research focuses on
the use of branched polyglycidols as a viable alternative to
linear polyethylene glycol, for the design and development
of scaffolds that can support the regeneration of damaged
and diseased tissues. These scaffolds are formed from the
combination of branched polyglycidol building blocks
that are functionalized with groups capable of forming a
network via a click reaction in a fast, efficient, and bioorthogonal manner. The resulting networks are tuned in their
crosslinking density based on the extent of functionalization of the individual network components. Additionally,
the combination of the two highly branched components
together with the variation in functionality showed a
remarkable effect on its mechanical properties with

surprisingly high strength and elasticity. These findings
demonstrate the advantages of branched polyglycidols in
contrast to linear polyethylene glycol where network densities cannot be easily adjusted and high strength materials
cannot be formed.

crosslinking

Tunable network formation via
click chemistry

Polyglycidols functionalized
with clickable groups
crosslinking
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2015-2016 Ph.D. Graduates
Brittany Ann Allison
Computational Design of Protein-Ligand
Interfaces Using RosettaLigand
Jeremiah Cooper Beam
Confined-Plume Chemical Deposition of
Transition Metal Borides and Chalcogenides
Initiated by Pulsed, Infrared, Tabletop Lasers

Emilianne Karyl McCranie
Investigations of Orthosomycin Biosynthesis
Cynthia Ruth McNees
New Methods to Induce and Detect Microbial Secondary Metabolite Production

William Norris Beavers, Jr.
w-Alkynyl Fatty Acids: Surrogates to Study
Protein Adduction by Endogenously
Generated Lipid Electrophiles

Amy Danae Millsap
Translesion Synthesis of N2and C8-Deoxyguanosine Adducts of the Dietary Mutagen
2-Amino-3-methylimidizo-[4,5-f]quinoline (IQ): Participation in Observed
Mutagenic Spectra

Robert Edward Boer
Approaches toward the Chemical Synthesis of Novel Arachidonic Acid Metabolites
Hemiketal D2 and Hemiketal E2

Noah Jeremiah Orfield
Correlation of the Atomic Structure and
Photoluminescence of the Same Colloidal
Quantum Dot

Matthew Curtis Casey
Investigations of Vanadium Dioxide as a
Catalytic Electrode and Support

Keersten Michelle Ricks
Development of Rapid Immunoassays for
Improved Point-of-Care Malaria Diagnostics

Chad Walter Chumbley
Absolute Quantitative Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry
and Imaging Mass Spectrometry of Pharmaceutical Drugs from Biological Specimens

Nicholas Rowe Rightmire
Investigations into the Mechanochemical
Synthesis of Sterically Bulky Allyl Complexes

Cody Lance Covington
Chiroptical Spectroscopic Studies on
Surfactants, Other Aggregating Systems,
and Natural Products
David Allen Crisostomo
Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
Investigations of Monolayer-Protected Gold
Nanoparticles and Shewanella oneidensis
Michael William Danneman
Applications of Chrial Amidine Catalysis
Towards the Synthesis of Small Molecule
Therapeutics and Recent Advances in
Vincinal Diamine Synthesis
Andrew Gordon Harris
Recent Advances in Chemical Synthesis Methodology of Inorganic Materials
and Theoretical Computations of Metal
Nanoparticles/Carbon Interfaces
Nichole Marie Lareau
Development of Ion Mobility and Mass
Spectrometry Strategies in Support of
integrated Omics and Systems Biology
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Benjamin Russell Spears
Precise Polymer Networks: An Investigation Encompassing Hydrogels, Proteins, and
Nanoparticles
Sarah Markley Stow
Strategies for Selecting Computational
Protocols in Support of Small Molecule
Structural Analysis by Ion Mobility-Mass
Spectrometry
Brandon Anthony Vara
Enantioselective Reaction Development
using Chiral Bifunctional Brønsted Acid/
Base Organocatalysis and Applications to
Target Molecule Synthesis
Marta Elise Wenzler
Progress Toward the Total Synthesis of
Upenamide
Toshia L. Wrenn
Synthesis and Optimization of Quantum
Dot-Based Technologies: Solid-State
Photovoltaics and Ferroelectric Particles

2015-2016 Master of
Science Degree
Summer Arrowood
Ryan Bowen
Andrew Cognata
Thomas Wilcock
Nicholas Wright

UNDERGRADUATESTUDENTS

Research Experience for Undergraduates
This past summer, under the guidance
and direction of Prof. Alissa Hare, the
Vanderbilt REU program in chemical
biology hosted eleven undergraduate students from eleven different institutions, to
conduct summer research at Vanderbilt.
This program is funded by the NSF and
is designed to train young scientists in
the interdisciplinary areas of chemical
biology and give them the opportunity to
conduct research alongside graduate students, postdocs, and research scientists.
The students worked full-time in
10 different laboratories within the
departments of Chemistry, Structural
Biology, Medicine, and Biochemistry.
Throughout the summer, the students
participated in weekly professional
development seminars on topics such as
writing abstracts, research ethics, applying to graduate schools, and presenting
their research findings.
The students also attended weekly scientific seminars presented by professors
and graduate students on immunology,
organic synthesis, cancer biology, and

Left to right: Professor Alissa Hare; Mattie Braselton (Georgia Southern University), Marianna
Barnhart (Emmanuel College), Sarah Hahn (Louisiana State University), Zasmine Hymes-Green
(Alabama State University); Danielle Worrell (Tuskegee University), Jenna Berman (University
of Puget Sound), Aron Sulovari (Vassar College), Heidi Carpenter (University of South Carolina);
Christian Ramsoomair (College of the Holy Cross), Danielle Boley (University of Notre Dame); Adam
Perez (San Diego State University.)

systems biology. These seminars provided
a survey of current research at Vanderbilt
and potential avenues for research for the
students’ future careers.
The culmination of the students’ REU
experience was at the 14th Annual VSSA
poster symposium where each student
presented their summer research and
were judged against their peers.

Along with the Vanderbilt Summer
Science Academy, the program organized
weekend outings including trips to Mammoth Cave, canoeing on the Harpeth
River, Live on the Green music festival,
and on-campus ice cream socials.
More information about the program
can be found at vanderbilt.edu/reu/

SMACS

Teacher of the Year
Each year, chemistry majors
at Vanderbilt vote for the chemistry professor they feel has done
an outstanding job in undergraduate education. In April
2016, Professor David Cliffel
was presented with the SMACS
(Student Members American
Chemical Society) Undergraduate Teaching Award. The students
selected Dr. Cliffel for this honor,
citing his “high level of respect
for each of his students and his
unique blend of keen scientific
insight and direct humor.”

L-R: Hope Pan, SMACS president; Prof. David Cliffel; Carson Bryant, SMACS vice president
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2016 Graduating Chemistry Majors
Name

Post Graduation Plans

Elizabeth Ann Birrer

Master‘s at Peabody

Zachary Joseph Carter

Graduate school in chemistry at Yale University

Jun Han Ham

Returning to Korea and applying to medical school

Zachary Benjamin Hylton

Attend graduate school in a year

Hunter David Imlay

Graduate school in chemistry at Columbia University

Vivian Lu

Assistant Scientist at Q² Solutions

Emily Nesbitt

Medical School, University of Maryland

Kathy Pan

Attend graduate school in a year

Marc David Singleton

Post-baccalaureate program at NIH

Clark Joseph Stallings

Medical School, Vanderbilt University

Jessica Li Tseng

Event Planning at Opryland Hotel

Brittan Wogsland

Attend graduate school in a year

Erin Wysocki

Attend graduate school in a year

Li Lianyan Xu

Graduate school in chemistry at University of Illinois, Chicago

Honors Thesis and Advisor
Zachary Joseph Carter

Jeffrey Johnston, Ph.D.

Hunter David Imlay

Gary Sulikowski, Ph.D.

Marc David Singleton

Richard M. Caprioli, Ph.D.

Clark Joseph Stallings

Steven D. Townsend, Ph.D.

Undergraduate
Awards in Chemistry
Donald E. Pearson Award for
outstanding senior chemistry major planning work in
chemistry
Hunter David Imlay
Outstanding Chemistry
Research Award awarded to
the graduating senior who has
demonstrated excellence in
research
Marc David Singleton
D. Stanley and Ann T. Tarbell
Prize in Organic Chemistry
awarded to the graduating
senior who has excelled in
organic chemistry
Clark Joseph Stallings
Thomas W. Martin Award for
outstanding undergraduate
physical chemistry student
Zachary Joseph Carter

2016 Beckman Scholars

V

anderbilt is one of 12 universities that offer the Beckman Scholars Program. Beckman Scholars
conduct laboratory research for two summers and one academic year (15 consecutive months).
Students receive stipends in support of their research efforts. 2016–2017 Vanderbilt Beckman

Scholars are: Nicole Jenkinson and Hope Pan

Nicole Jenkinson is a junior at Vanderbilt University, majoring in
Chemical Engineering and Chemistry, with a minor in French. She
grew up in Shepherdstown, West Virginia.
Nicole began doing research in the spring
of her first year in the Macdonald Lab. That
spring, she began synthesizing nanoparticles
and investigated the effect of carbonyl position on the particles’ optical properties, and
continued this work through the fall. She is
now working on synthesizing an amphiphilic
nanoparticle that is optimized for bioimaging. She will present her work at the Beckman
Nicole Jenkinson
Scholars Symposium at Caltech in Summer
2017. Nicole plans to attend graduate school
upon graduation from Vanderbilt.
Nicole is being mentored by Assistant Professor
Janet Macdonald.
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Hope Pan is a junior at Vanderbilt University, studying Chemistry
and Applied Mathematics. She was born and raised in Gainesville,
Florida, where she first developed her interest in research by working
in a genetics lab at the University of Florida. In her first two years at
Vanderbilt, Hope worked as a research assistant in the Department
of Pharmacology. In 2016, she began work
with the Stone laboratory, which specializes
in characterizing DNA lesions using NMR
spectroscopy. Her research is focused on
DNA lesions that result from exposure to
methylating agents. Outside of the lab, Hope
serves as president of the Vanderbilt American Chemical Society student chapter. She
will also present her work at the Beckman
Scholars Symposium next summer. After
Hope Pan
completing her undergraduate studies, she
plans to pursue an MD/PhD dual degree in
epidemiology.
Hope’s mentor is Professor Michael Stone.

ALUMNI NEWS

Dr. Melissa D. Carter (’09)
Research chemist in public health emergency response
Dr. Melissa Carter joined the research
laboratory of Professor David W. Wright
during her second semester of graduate school at Vanderbilt University. She
and two of her first-year peers (Jonas
Perez and Leila Deravi) made a pact in
the teaching assistant drop-in room to
request Prof. Wright as their Ph.D. advisor, a discerning investigator who was
known for reminding his students that if
they had two hands, they had 48 hours
in a day.
It was in Prof. Wright’s laboratory that
Dr. Carter came to appreciate the impact
of chemistry on disease states, particularly
malaria and schistosomiasis. During the
course of Dr. Carter’s graduate studies,
she gained research experience through
the notable Vanderbilt Institutional Core
Facilities and Research Centers. She
quickly learned that her ability to study
a disease was limited by her ability to
observe the chemical properties related to
a host’s response to the disease.
Fortunately, this well-earned appreciation for analytical chemistry brought her
to the mass spectrometry laboratories
of Prof. David L. Hachey and Prof. John
A. McLean. Dr. Carter’s interaction with
these research groups furthered her interest in mass spectrometric applications
and ultimately, led to her post-doctoral
research fellowship with Prof. Hachey
in the Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine’s Mass Spectrometry Core
Laboratory. During her postdoctoral
fellowship, Dr. Carter was introduced to
pharmacokinetic clinical studies, FDA
guidance for bioanalytical method validation, and client services management;
three competencies that continue to serve
her well in her career.
Chemistry in Public Health
In 2012, Dr. Carter accepted a position
with the Division of Laboratory Sciences
in the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s National Center for Environmental Health. This new opportunity
meant leaving behind her Vanderbilt
colleagues whom she had come to know
as family. The transition from Nashville,

Tennessee, to Atlanta, Georgia, was not
an easy one, but luckily one that other
Vanderbilt alumni (Jonas W. Perez, Ph.D.,
’10 and Brooke G. Pantazides, M.S., ‘09)
made, too. Dr. Carter now leads a team of
high-level research chemists in the development of CLIA diagnostic assays toward
the detection of naturally-occurring
toxins, industrial products, and Schedule
1 agents.
In the past calendar year, Dr. Carter’s
team has been awarded the CDC National
Center for Environmental Health Honor
Award for Excellence in International
Emergency Response and nominated for
the CDC’s most prestigious laboratory
award, the Charles C. Shepard Laboratory
Science Award for their work in deter-

impossible to a diagnostic tool that had
very real world applications. She was careful to enjoy each moment of the project’s
success because in her words, “Scientists
can wait a lifetime and never see their
science save a life. It’s just not something
you’re guaranteed, but you never stop
working toward that dream”. It reminded
her of something she heard Vanderbilt
Prof. Gary Sulikowski quote following a
qualifying exam, “The harder you work,
the luckier you get.” Luck or no luck, Dr.
Carter and her colleague, Dr. Padmini
Srikantiah, were nominated by their peers
for the 2016 Lasker Clinical Medical
Research Award—America’s Nobel.
Dr. Carter is quick to reference her
valuable Vanderbilt education as one of

Melissa Carter and co-workers at the Centers for Disease Control

mining the etiologic agent in the Asian
outbreaks of hypoglycemic encephalopathy. The outbreaks were initially thought
to be the result of an infectious agent, but
Dr. Carter’s team soon developed the first
confirmatory assay for two key chemicals
found in the fruits consumed by victims.
The findings of the investigation will help
to guide public health recommendations
that should save hundreds of children’s
lives each year in affected regions.
Dr. Carter describes this experience
in her career as a humbling one. She
watched her hypothesis grow from the

her early positive influences. In fact, when
she was asked her favorite Vanderbilt
memory, Dr. Carter smiled instantly. Her
favorite Vanderbilt memory occurred
during her Ph.D. defense. Her committee member, the late Prof. Richard N.
Armstrong, told her that her dissertation
was the best he had ever read and that
while she needed to leave Vanderbilt to
gain more experience, he hoped she knew
there would always be a place for her if
she chose to return to Vanderbilt. She says
it is still one of the highest compliments
she has ever received.
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Matthew O’Reilly (’14) receives Arnold O. Beckman
Postdoctoral Fellows Award
Matthew O’Reilly, a postdoctoral scholar at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, received the Arnold O. Beckman Postdoctoral Fellows Award in 2015. The Award is intended to support
postdoctoral scholars with the highest potential for success in an
independent academic career in chemistry and the life sciences,
and to assist in their transition from “mentored yet independent”
postdoctoral to an independent, tenure-track position. Nearly
all successful academic careers in science at present begin with
a postdoctoral period of additional training and development
prior to the first tenure track appointment. These individuals are
expected to become the next generation of leaders and innovators
in science, engineering, and technology.
Matt works in the lab of Helen Blackwell, Ph.D. His research
centers around Development of Novel Chemical Tools for the
Modulation of Quorum Sensing in Gram-Negative Bacteria.
Following his graduation from Xavier University with a B.S., Matt
worked in the lab of Craig Lindsley, Ph.D., and received his Ph.D. in
chemistry in 2014 from Vanderbilt University.

Matthew O’Reilly, Ph.D.

Sarah Stow (’16) leads international team evaluating
parameters that influence IM measurements
Sarah Stow, a recent Vanderbilt Ph.D graduate, is continuing
her research as a postdoctoral scholar under Stevenson Professor of Chemistry, John McLean, with support from an Agilent
Technologies University Relations Grant entitled “Interlaboratory
Study and Theoretical Modeling—Establishing Low Field Drift
Ion Mobility as the Basis for Collision Cross Section Determination.” Building on the well-established collaboration between John
McLean and Agilent, this project has made great strides in furthering the precision of ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS)
measurements. Sarah has had the opportunity to take the lead of
an international team evaluating parameters that influence IM
measurements. Additionally, the study includes collecting collision cross section (CCS) values of numerous biological standards
to assess the precision of these measurements. This work is critical in determining how valuable CCS values will be in identifying
unknowns in future omics workflows.
Throughout this project, Sarah has traveled to Agilent’s R&D
headquarters in Santa Clara, California, to perform research using
in-house instruments and to discuss the future of these IM-MS
measurements. During these visits, she has also been able to learn
how the different research divisions within Agilent work together
to bring their products to market. At the end of the year, she plans
on transitioning to a post doc position at Agilent in their software
division where she can continue her current work at the forefront
of IM-MS research and develop new computational skills.
Sarah Stow, Ph.D.
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Chemistry Colloquium Series
The Chemistry Colloquium Series is a mainstay of VU Chemistry broadening knowledge of emerging
science and deepening connections between researchers on all levels both nationally and internationally.

Following is the list of 2015–2016 speakers.
LAWRENCE J. SCHAAD LECTURE

Professor Bogumil Jeziorski, The University of Warsaw: “Interatomic Forces—From
Small Diatomics to Organic Crystal Structure Predictions”
MITCHUM E. WARREN LECTURE

Professor Carolyn Bertozzi,
Stanford University: “Why do Cancer Cells
Have Altered Glycosylation?”
Professor Jeremy Nicholson, Imperial
College, London: “Implementing Molecular
Phenotyping and Systems Medicine
Approaches in Personal and Public
Healthcare”
SIGMA-ALDRICH LECTURE

Professor Viresh Rawal, The University
of Chicago: “Design and Application
of Simple Hydrogen Bond Donors as
Enantioselective Catalysts”
Professor Andrei Yudin, The University of
Toronto: “In Search of Bioactive Molecules
Using the Tools of Chemical Synthesis”
COLLOQUIA SPEAKERS
2015–2016

Dr. Takuji Adachi, New York University:
“Collective Behaviors of Self-Assembled
Matters in Chemistry”
Professor Brian Bachmann, Vanderbilt
University: “Adapting the Retrograde Evolution Hypothesis to Build New Biosynthetic Pathways for Unnatural Molecules”
Dr. Erin Baker, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory: “Increasing Molecular Coverage in Complex Biological & Environmental Samples Using IMS-MS”
Professor Kevin Brown, Indiana University: “No Strain, No Gain: Advances in the
Synthesis and Use of Cyclobutanes”

Dr. Lauren Buchanan, Northwestern
University: “Probing Molecular Structure
and Dynamics with Ultrafast Vibrational
Spectroscopies”

Professor Jens Meiler, Vanderbilt University: “Predicting Protein Structure, Design
of Antibodies, and Computer-Aided Drug
Discovery”

Professor Anne Co, Ohio State University:
“Understanding the Chemical Processes
Involved in Electrical Energy Conversion
and Storage”

Professor David Merkler, University of
South Florida: “Cellular Communication:
Fats, Fruit Flies, Silk Worms, Enzymes,
and the Medicinal Uses of Cannabis”

Professor Brian Coppola, University
of Michigan: “Real Work is Better than
Homework”

Professor Ryan Murelli, CUNY Brooklyn College: “New Synthetic Methods and
Strategies for Drug Discovery and
Development”

Professor Daniel Crawford, Virginia Tech:
“The Mysteries of Chirality, Solvation, and Professor Pavel Nagorny, University
Optical Activity”
of Michigan: “Development of New
Catalytic Methods for the Synthesis of
Professor Kristina Hakansson, University Natural Products”
of Michigan: “Gas-Phase Ion-Electron and
Ion-Photon Reactions for Biomolecular
Professor Emad Tajkhorshid, University
Structural Determination and Discovery”
of Illinois: “Atomic-Level Visualization of
Biological Membranes and Membrane ProProfessor Tomas Hudlickey, Brock Uniteins in Action Using Advanced Simulation
versity: “Chemoenzymatic Total Synthesis
Technologies”
of Natural Products: Recent Progress in
Approaches to Morphine and Other Com- Professor Qu Wang, Duke University:
plex Targets”
“Leveraging Chemistry for Biology and
Therapy:—New Amination Strategies to
Dr. John T. King, The University of
Access Biologically Important Molecules”
Illinois:“Studying Soft Matter with SuperResolution Microscopy”
Professor John Wood, Baylor University:
“Recent Progress in the Synthesis of ComProfessor Aimin Liu, Georgia State Uniplex Natural Products”
versity: “Catalysis at a Distance: Nature's
Sniper for Remote Specific Tryptophan
Professor Hoa Xu, Georgia State UniOxidation”
versity: “Searching for New Reactivity:
Iron-Catalyzed Stereoselective Olefin
Dr. Guinevere Mathies, MIT: “Having Fun Aminohydroxylation and Aminofluorinawith Unpaired Electrons from Enhancing
tion Reaction”
the Sensitivity of NMR to Radicals Essential for Life”
Professor Jianglong Zhu, The University
of Toledo: “New Methods for Stereoselective Construction of Challenging Glycosidic Linkages”

Faculty
Front to back, left to right
David Wright
Joel Tellinghuisen
Gary Sulikowski
Carmelo Rizzo
Steve Townsend
Alissa Hare
Tara Todd
Jeff Johnston
Michelle Sulikowski
Nathan Schley
Mike Stone
Lauren Buchanan
Susan Verbene-Sutton
John McLean
Janet Macdonald
David Hercules
Craig Tainter
David Cliffel
Tim Hanusa
Faculty missing from photo:
Brian Bachmann, Terry
Lybrand, Darryl Bornhop, Andy
Hess, Eva Harth, Sandy Rosenthal, Adam List, Shawn Phillips,
Jens Meiler, Prasad Polavarapu.
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